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MAIN ACTIVITIES & MILESTONES

Our foundation got qualified for the Google Grant 
program. We got access to $10.000 per month to 

spend on advertising on Google.

42 products were designed and added to our 
webshop. 46 items were sold, with an annual 

revenue of €1603,48

CADAC organised a Factory Sale on behalf of 
Cherries on Top. This resulted in €5576,35 for 

cancer research!

We were able to keep our overhead costs low because of 
9 wonderful partners and sponsors who share the same vision as we do. In 
addition, we welcomed 37 Friends of Cherries who give a monthly donation 

to cover our expenditures.

OUR MISSION

To take the fear out of cancer, and replace it 
with hope and strength!

We want to raise lots of money so we can fund 
promising and ground-breaking cancer re-

search. Cancer shouldn’t be a potential death 
sentence, but something that can be cured. 

Or at least make it as manageable as, say, hay 
fever. Ambitious? Of course. But, hey – reach 
for the stars and you might land on the moon.



Income for funding

Expenditure

Events / Act €5942,23
Donations €992,48
Webshop €237,89 +

€7172,60

Platform construction €2793,92
Merchandise €1055,19
Bank and administration €217,19
Subscription fees €145,38
Advertising €70,06 +

€4281,74
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Income for overhead

Friends of Cherries €4037,50
Webshop €244,24 +

€4281,74



Detailed list of expenditures

Platform construction & Web hosting

Construction costs website www.cherriesontop.
org (part of long term investment)

€1912,79

Hosting Funraisin €822,00
Domain fees and website transfer €59,13 +

Subtotal €2793,92

Bank & Administration

Bank subscription €118,80
Transaction costs €98,39 +

Subtotal €217,19

Subscription fees

Google €57,14
Shopify €53,25
Other €34,99 +

Subtotal €145,38

Advertising & Merchandise

Cherries on Top banners €70,06

Merchandise (in stock) €1055,19 +
Subtotal €1125,25

Donations for expenditure (overhead)

Friends of Cherries -€4037,50
Webshop -€244,24 +

Subtotal -€4281,74
+

Grand total €0,00


